10106 Cedar Edge Dr.
Houston, TX 77064
832-660-3386
zzpools713@gmail.com
Material Selection Acknowledgement Waiver
Z&Z Pools is committed to providing excellence in the service we deliver to our customers which is why
we ask you to confirm the selection of materials being used on your project. Please note that the materials being
used on your project are both man made and made from natural stones. This can lead to vast variances in color and
texture from one stone to the next. We do our best within our abilities to provide an accurate detail and
representation of the finished product but have no control over variances in color due to different production runs
from the manufacturers of certain tiles, etc. that will be used on your pool. We always recommend visually
inspecting the stone, tile and plaster that you are choosing to use on your pool as it will provide you with a more
accurate representation of the finished product rather than selecting colors/types merely from catalogs, online
websites, and/or photographs. Z&Z Pools prefers to show samples of all selected colors, tiles, stones, etc. prior to
finalizing selection and beginning work. Should you have concerns, your sales person or project manager will be
more than helpful in getting you the samples you need to make your selections.
This acknowledgment shall serve to verify the selection by Model # and/or SKU# used by manufacturers to
describe the exact product you wish to be used for your pool. By signing this acknowledgement form, you agree
that Z&Z Pools has no control over variances in manufacturers products and are not to be held responsible for any
misrepresentation that any supplier and/or manufacturer may produce on a given product. Z&Z Pools shall only be
held responsible to provide exactly what is indicated on this form.



Pool Tile # 1: SKU#
Note:




Pool Tile # 2: SKU#
Note:

















































Coping Selection:
Type:








Pool Tile # 3: SKU#
Note:
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Color/SKU#:

























Plaster: MFR.
Name:






Add Seashell: Y

Note:

N

Customer Name:
Customer Address:



Color/SKU#:
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Homeowner:





Z&Z Pools:

Approved by:
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